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,e photon-assisted magnetic recording utilizes the ultrafast laser to excite the spin wave in the magnetic nanostructures and
accordingly switch its magnetization state. Here, by means of micromagnetic simulation, the motion of magnetic skyrmions,
a topologically protected chiral magnet with few nanometer size, induced by the spin wave is studied. It is found that the magnetic
skyrmion can move in the same direction of spin-wave propagation, which is first accelerated and then decelerated exponentially.
,e magnetic skyrmion motion originated from the robust coupling of the spin waves with the skyrmion, through the SW’s linear
momentum transfer torque acting on the skyrmion. Besides amplitude, the reflectivity of the spin wave by skyrmion has
tremendous impact on the velocity of skyrmion motion. ,e skyrmion velocities are mainly determined by the reflectivity,
when the spin-wave amplitude is almost identical. Our results give guidance for the design and development of spin-wave
control spintronics.

1. Introduction

Photon-assisted magnetic recording is a promising di-
rection to expand the capability of the current magnetic
storage field represented by the hard disk drive as an in-
dispensable component of modern computers [1]. Typically,
this technology utilizes the ultrafast laser to excite the spin
wave in the magnetic nanostructures and accordingly
switch its magnetization state [2, 3]. Hence, understanding
the interaction between the spin wave and the magnetic
nanostructures is an important issue to promote the
photon-assisted magnetic recording. Magnetic skyrmions
are topologically protected spin textures typical of chiral
magnets with few nanometer size, and they are induced
by a special kind of exchange interaction known as the
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI) [4, 5]. Magnetic
skyrmions are appealing as information carriers for po-
tential applications in next-generation spintronic devices,
owing to their topological stability, small size, and ex-
tremely low energy needed to move it [6–8]. One of
the most promising applications of skyrmions is to build
racetrack memory (RM). Proposals of manipulations and

operations of skyrmions are highly desired. ,e conven-
tional routes to drive the skyrmions are based on current
[4–12]. Although current density needed for their motion is
just a few 106·Am−2, the skyrmion velocities under this
situation are small (∼10−4·ms−1). To reach typical domain
wall (DW) velocities of 10–100ms−1, a current density as
large as ∼1011 to 1012·Am−2 would be necessary, resulting in
huge Joule heating.

To overcome the trade-off between current density and
the skyrmion velocities, the solution based on the spin
Seebeck effect [13, 14] and spin wave [15, 16] (SW) are
proposed recent years. Spin waves or magnons also interact
with skyrmions and induce magnon-skyrmion scattering
[17]. ,e magnon-skyrmion interaction suggests the pos-
sibility of manipulating skyrmions with spin waves. A
skyrmion-induced topological magnon Hall effect has been
observed [13]. ,eoretical studies have demonstrated that
the motion of skyrmions could be driven by magnon
scattering through the exchange of momenta between the
SW and skyrmions [18]. Especially, the driving of skyrmion
by SW indicates the possibility of photon-assisted magnetic
recording with nanoskyrmions as the record media. In this
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paper, we report the motion of magnetic skyrmions driven
by propagating SWs in a nanostrip with perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA) by means of micromagnetic
simulations. �e SW causes the skyrmion to move in the
same direction of spin-wave propagation. �e skyrmion
motion and their velocity vary remarkably with the fre-
quency and the amplitude of the incident SWs. �e sky-
rmion motions originate from the transfer torque of the
SW’s linear momentum to the skyrmion, through the partial
or complete re�ection of the incident SWs from the sky-
rmion. �e skyrmion velocities are mainly determined by
the re�ectivity, when the SW’s amplitude is almost identical.

2. Simulation Method

Micromagnetic simulation is an important method to study
the dynamic properties of nanomagnets. Its validity has been
demonstrated by many experiments. Micromagnetic sim-
ulations presented here are performed by the micromagnetic
code of the object-oriented micromagnetic framework
(OOMMF) [19] including the extension module of the
Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction (DMI). �e dynamics
of magnetization follows the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert
equation:

dm
⇀

dt
� − |c|m⇀ ×H

⇀
eff + αm⇀ ×

dm
⇀

dt
, (1)

where m⇀ �M
⇀
/MS, M

⇀
is local magnetization, and Ms is

saturation magnetization. Heff is the total e�ective �eld,
including Heisenberg exchange, demagnetization, magnetic
anisotropy, DMI, and external applied magnetic �elds. c is
the gyromagnetic ratio. α denotes the damping parameter.
For micromagnetic simulations, the �nite magnetic nano-
strip used here is 1000 nm long in the x direction, 40 nmwide
in the y direction, and 1 nm thick in the z direction. �e
material parameters that were chosen for the simulations
correspond to Co/Pt multilayers [20]. �e values are as
follows: saturation magnetization Ms� 5.8×105·A/m, ex-
change sti�ness constant A� 1.5×10−11·J/m, perpendicular
magnetic anisotropy (PMA) K� 0.8×106·J/m3, DMI con-
stant D� 3×10−3·J/m2, and damping coe�cient α� 0.015.
�e simulated models are discretized into 2× 2×1 nm3 cells.
�e virgin state of the magnetization of the nanostrip is
relaxed along the +z direction. A skyrmion is created at
x� 200 nm by the vertical spin-polarized current injection
[20] and relaxed to a stable state within a short period of
time. To excite the SW, a sinusoidal magnetic �eldH�H0 sin
(2 πft) is applied along the y-axis at x≤ 50 nm, where f and
H0 are the �eld frequency and amplitude, respectively. �e
excited SWs are propagated along the long axis of the
nanostrip (x-axis), whose frequency equals the frequency of
exciting �eld. In order to prevent re�ection of SWs from the
right end, we have applied an abrupt absorbing boundary by
setting α� 1 at x≥ 850 nm.

3. Results and Discussions

We �rst study the motion of the skyrmion driven by
monochromatic SWs of di�erent single frequencies within

the 1∼100GHz range in increments of 1GHz.�e amplitude
of exciting �eld is H0� 50mT. �e snapshot images shown
in Figures 1(a) and (b) represent the skyrmion motion by
incident SWs for di�erent �eld frequencies at di�erent
times. For the SW with frequency f� 40GHz, the SW cannot
move the magnetic skyrmion even, and the skyrmion is well
stable and intact due to the topological protection. However,
for the SW with frequency f� 60GHz, there is a relatively
large skyrmion motion in the same direction of the SW
propagation, and the skyrmion remains intact during its
interactions with SWs. Figure 1(c) shows the skyrmion’s
velocity as a function of time for the SW with frequency
f� 60GHz. At �rst, the skyrmionmoves with an acceleration
stage, and then, the motion velocity decreases. A skyrmion is
at rest initially. When the SW passes through the skyrmion,
robust interactions between the incident SW and the sky-
rmion induce a reaction torque on the skyrmion, making
the skyrmions move. At the acceleration stage, the SW is
blocked by skyrmions. �e transfer torque from SW to
skyrmions is increased, leading to increase in the skyrmion
velocity. After a long enough time, the skyrmion moves
gradually away from the exciting region, and the velocity
also decays since the SW decays.

�e average velocity V of 20 nanoseconds versus the
frequency f is shown in Figure 2(a), which displays oscil-
lation behavior. �ere are four obvious bulges in the curve,
and the scopes of the corresponding frequency are 56–
60GHz, 60–64GHz, 70–79GHz, and 85–100GHz, re-
spectively. �e maximum velocity appears at f� 58GHz.
For f< 56GHz and 80GHz≤ f≤ 84GHz, the SW leads to
no motion or a small extent of motion. Similar to dynamics
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Figure 1: �e snapshots of the propagation of the skyrmion on the
nanostrip and the propagation of the skyrmion driven by the SW
injection with the frequencies (a) 40GHz and (b) 60GHz. (c) �e
velocity of a skyrmion as a function of time for the SW with
frequency f� 60GHz.
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of SW-indued wall motion [21–23], skyrmion dynamics
motion can be understood. ,e propagation of the SW
produces magnonic spin current. In case a magnon is re-
flected by the skyrmion, its spin is kept constant, but its
momentum is changed by 2ℎk. Here, k is the wave vector of
the SW. ,e transfer of momentum between the magnon
and the skyrmion also induces torque acting on the sky-
rmion and pushes it to move. ,e skyrmion’s velocities are
determined by the reflected magnons, which depend on the
magnon density n and the reflection coefficients R. n is
directly proportional to the square of the spin-wave am-
plitude [23].

In order to elucidate the underlying physics of the ob-
served frequency-dependent skyrmion motions, we per-
formed additional micromagnetic simulations. A sine-
function field H�H0 sin(2πfct)/(2πfct)ŷ with H0 � 3mT
and fc � 100GHz is used at the same nanostrip with and
without a single skyrmion. ,e SWs of frequency f from 0 to
100GHz can be excited. ,e SW amplitudes were calculated
by the fast Fourier transformation of the temporal evolutions
of the magnetization for the nanostrip. ,e reflection co-
efficients R are 1−ρsk/ρ0, where ρsk and ρ0 are the SW average
amplitudes at x� 225–255 nm for the case with (ρsk) and
without (ρ0) the skyrmion. Figure 2(b) shows the frequency
dependencies of the spin-wave average amplitude ρ at
x� 145–175 nm for the case without skyrmion and the re-
flection coefficients R by the skyrmion. ,e SW having
frequencies lower than 56GHz are prohibited to propagate
in the nanostrip. It can be seen from Figure 2(b) that the
amplitude ρ is almost zero in the region of frequencies lower
than 56GHz. For frequencies larger than 56GHz, the am-
plitude ρ first increases with the increase in frequency, and
a maximum value appears at f≈ 59GHz. And then, the
average amplitude ρ decreases with the increase in fre-
quency. ,e reflection coefficients R are also sensitively
dependent on the frequency. ,e reflectivity in the ranges
f� 65–69GHz and f� 81–83GHz is extremely small, as low

as 0.1, meaning that the SWs pass through the skyrmion
almost without reflection. For other frequencies in the range
of 56–100GHz, the SWs are partially reflected, and they
display the resonance reflective phenomenon. ,e reflective
behavior results from the stray field due to the transversely
confined dimension. Also, the reflectivity is related to the
inherent oscillation modes of the skyrmion. We calculated
the SW frequency spectrum of the nanostrip with a single
skyrmion. From the spatial distributions of the FFT powers
of different spin-wave resonance peaks, the breathing
and the clockwise gyrotropic SW modes of the skyrmion
are found in the frequencies 58GHz and 62.25GHz, re-
spectively. ,ere are some mixed modes between the
breathing mode and quantized SW eigenmodes in the ranges
66–77GHz and 87–95GHz. ,ese are displayed on our R(f)
curve as well, where four obvious bulges are corresponding
to these normal oscillation modes of the skyrmion.

By comparing oscillation behavior of the reflective and
average velocity (V) versus the frequency f, one can realize
that the resonant ranges are in good agreement. ,is reflects
the fact that the frequency-sensitive skyrmion motion is
closely related to the reflection coefficients R. For f< 56GHz,
the SW cannot drive the skyrmion to move since it forbids
propagation in the nanostrip. ,e incident SWs of the
specific frequency range f� 56‒70GHz allow for a relatively
large skyrmion motion in the same direction of the SW
propagation because of larger amplitude of the SW. It is
worth noting that there is clearly a drop of transmission in
the V( f ) curve as well, where at frequency of about 60GHz.
A drop appears in our R( f ) curve as well at the same fre-
quency, corresponding to a relatively smaller reflectivity.
However, the SW’s amplitude decreases with the increase of
frequency.,us, the skyrmion velocity is mainly determined
by the reflectivity, when the SW’s amplitude is almost
identical.,is has the profound evidence that there is relatively
large skyrmion motion velocity induced by the SW of specific
frequency ranges f� 70–82GHz and f� 85–100GHz, in which
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Figure 2: (a),e average velocityV of 20 nanoseconds versus the frequency f; (b) the reflection coefficients R of the SW passing through the
skyrmion (blue solid line) and the amplitude of the SW ρ (red solid line) as a function of frequency.
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SWs have a small amplitude but a considerable reflection from
the skyrmion. Contrastingly, for 82 GHz ≤ f ≤ 84 GHz,
the SW allows passing through the skyrmion and has a very
weak reflection (R< 0.09). Furthermore, the amplitude is
extremely small. Low reflectivity and amplitude of the in-
cident SW all cause a small dragging torque to act on the
skyrmion. ,e skyrmion has a small extent of motion, even
without moving. We also notice that the spin wave drives the
wall to move in the opposite direction of the incident spin
wave reported in [23]. However, the backward skyrmion
motion similar to the spin-wave-driven domain wall motions
is unable to observe. ,e reason may be that the spin-wave
amplitude is too small.

4. Conclusions

In summary, we have studied the skyrmion motion in
a PMA nanostrip induced by SW injection using micro-
magnetic simulations. It is found that the skyrmion motion
is strongly dependent on the SW’s propagating character-
istics passing through the skyrmion. For the given di-
mensions of the PMA nanostrip, the skyrmion is not driven
by SWs with a lower frequency than 56GHz because they are
prohibited from propagation in the nanostrip. For fre-
quencies larger than 56GHz, the SWs partially transmit
through the skyrmion, and the reflection coefficients R
display oscillation behavior with the increase in frequency.
,e velocity of a skyrmion first increases and then decreases
under the monochromatic SWs. ,e average velocity (V) of
20 nanoseconds is strongly dependent on the frequency and
amplitude of the incident SWs. ,e larger amplitude of the
SW leads to a larger average velocity of the skyrmion. ,e
skyrmion velocity is mainly determined by the reflectivity,
when the SW’s amplitude is almost identical. ,is work
would also serve as an indispensable guide to scientists and
future applications to skyrmionics driven by the SWs.
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